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Overview

The UX team spent two weeks exploring hibü’s website editor
alongside an overall assessment of the website build process.
We propose that a new SiteMaker which is more fully integrated
with hibü’s various fulfillment systems will result in greater
consistency and increased customer satisfaction.
At the heart of this proposal is a shift towards a modal-based
interface that gives users a subset of tools based on their level
of skill and job description.

Review of current tool

We interviewed users in both on- and off-shore studios to understand how the
current sitemaker can improve. The key areas of needed improvement are:
• Create different modes based on the designer’s
ability for better quality control
• Create a HTML-based back-end instead of Flash
• Support HTML5 and CSS3
• Ability to create both fluid and fixed-width wrappers
• Have multiple default fonts setup, from h1, h2, to h6,
and paragraph fonts
• Ability to have different background images between pages
• Create fully-responsive layout that works on all devices
• Ability to show variable content between mobile and desktop

Competitive analysis
We reviewed the following set of competitors:

Good User Experience

Poor User Experience

The industry-leading website builders are Squarespace and
Weebly. Their beautifully integrated eCommerce and blog
functions, as well as extensive mobile capabilities, give
users great control over the layout and design.
hibü/Moonfruit’s Sitemaker is currently lacking up-to-date
website technologies, and trending behind the most popular
website builders in the market.

See appendix for full analysis.

I want — i need
What’s important to the new tool?
Here are some expectations:

PRIMARY GOALS

VISUAL DESIGN

I need to create a high quality website

I want to change universal color palette

I need the customer (and their customers)
to be satisfied with the website

I want to change universal fonts

I want to reduce the number of tools I use to do my job
I need to create a customer’s website quickly
I need to create (and view) a website on all three devices

I need to design customer logo (color and white versions)

EFFICIENCIES

I need different design modes (Junior, Mid-level, Senior)

I want standard design keyboard shortcuts

SITE SETUP

QUALITY ASSURANCE

I need to have access to customers information and assets (DC)

I need to create (and view) a website on all three devices

I need to scrape and take content from a customer’s existing
website (when applicable)

I need to view customer’s site on all major web browsers
I want to spell-check

I need to easily/quickly search for images in the image library

I want version control (return to previously saved builds of a site)

I want to choose structure of internal pages

I want to be able to change a customer’s template after a site
has been fully or partially built

I want to see who else at hibü has worked on the site
(writers/editors/etc)
I want a way to communicate between hibü employees
(comment bubbles, for instance)

I want design and functionality testing tool (like Silktide/
Sitebeam)

See appendix for full list.

Users & Modes

USER MODES

This design is intended to be customized based on experience level and task.
Some of our modes might be:
The following design is intended to be customized based on experience level and task.
Some of our modes might be:

COPYWRITER

My job is to write the customer’s copy directly into the template text fields.
I only need access to type-related tools and the ability to add text boxes.

JUNIOR DESIGNER

I handle what the Creative Manager has designated as easier builds.
My access is limited to editing tools and ability to create shapes.

SENIOR DESIGNER

I am responsible for more complex sites or sites in need of significant re-work.
All of the design and editing tools are available to me.

CREATIVE MANAGER/LEAD

All jobs will begin and end at my desk. I not only have access to all design and editing tools,
I can also approve jobs and view my team member’s WIP.

User flow
This is how an offshore designer
would navigate the proposed tool.
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Wireframe
The following pages take you through a top level view
of the potential functions and tools for a new SiteMaker.
The intended audience is on- and off-shore designers
although this can easily be tailored for the DIY user.
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Now that the designer has inserted an image, a
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Integer accumsan pellentesque imperdiet.

Donec ante arcu, suscipit vitae elit ac,
pellentesque venenatis felis.

Pellentesque et vestibulum magna. Ut ornare,
nisl et pharetra auctor, tellus dui ultrices sem.
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Maecenas tincidunt scelerisque urna, quis
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SHAPE

After clicking “EDIT” the designer sees
the editing subset, which includes:

MEDIA

· Cropping
· Rotating
· Effects (B&W, contrast, exposure)

CROP

ROTATE

EFFECTS

QUISQUE ALIQUET

MORE

VIDEO

Saved
Saved

AUDIO

FILE

UPLOAD IMAGE

UPLOAD IMAGE

UPLOAD IMAGE

Fusce interdum feugiat dolor quis eleifend.
Integer accumsan pellentesque imperdiet.

Donec ante arcu, suscipit vitae elit ac,
pellentesque venenatis felis.

Pellentesque et vestibulum magna. Ut ornare,
nisl et pharetra auctor, tellus dui ultrices sem.
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PREVIEW IN BROWSERS
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Call Today: 555-555-5555

SPELLCHECK

DESIGN GRADING

PROIN SED
IPSUM NISI
Maecenas tincidunt scelerisque urna, quis
blandit nulla mattis eget. Aenean facilisis.
QUISQUE ALIQUET

Saved
Saved

Fusce interdum feugiat dolor quis eleifend.
Integer accumsan pellentesque imperdiet.

Donec ante arcu, suscipit vitae elit ac,
pellentesque venenatis felis.

Pellentesque et vestibulum magna. Ut ornare,
nisl et pharetra auctor, tellus dui ultrices sem.

Appendix

OVERVIEW

WEBSITE BUILDERS FOR REVIEW

This document looks into the different website
builders that are on the market today, and
compares the tools and user interface they
provide.

Here is the list of leading website builders on the
market today that have been selected for this study:

With the study, we can better understand where
hibu/Moonfruit’s product stand up against our
competitors, and help us strategize a plan to
improve Site Maker.
This excercise defines a good website builder
with the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Clean, intuitive layout
Beautifully integrated blog tool
Powerful eCommerce tool
Consistent user experience
Designer having full control of the design

COMPETITOR
Wix.com

Responsive?

N, separate mobile URL

Mobile site
Blog
eCommerce
Overall UX

PROS
•
•
•

Easy to use drag and drop interface
Lots of powerful 3rd-party plug-ins
Has fluid full-width or full-page background
capabilities

CONS
•
•
•

•

Can not change templates once started
The experience is not very consistent (see
images)
Fixed width content area with absolute
positioning of elements, which doesn’t
provide an optimal experience on devices
like tablets.
Includes a lot of “design styles” which
complicates the user interface. Designers
can easily achieve the styles with
Photoshop or Illustrator.

CONCLUSION
Suitable for users who are building their own
business websites without designer help. Wix
can achieve almost anything an user could
possibly need.

go back button

Example of inconsistent experience in Wix.

secondary level
pull-out window

various individual
windows

COMPETITOR
godaddy.com

Responsive?

N

Mobile site
Blog
eCommerce
Overall UX

PROS
•
•

Intuitive user interface
Allows user to create back-up points and
restore websites

CONS
•
•
•
•

Very limited tools available
No alignment tool, and no way to find out
the positions of elements
No blog tools nor ecommerce provided,
although users could stream RSS feed, and
use Paypal.
Very basic mobile display

CONCLUSION
One of the most basic web builders out there,
Godaddy’s website builder is intuitive, but
limited.

COMPETITOR
1and1.com

Responsive?

Y

Mobile site
Blog
eCommerce
Overall UX

PROS
•

Completely responsive, providing good
customer experience on all devices

CONS
•
•
•

Very limited tools available
Blog and ecommerce are achieved through
3rd party apps
Designers have limited control and flexibility

CONCLUSION
One of the most basic web builders out there,
1&1’s user interface makes it difficult to achieve
high design standards.

COMPETITOR
virb.com

Responsive?

Y

Mobile site
Blog
eCommerce
Overall UX

PROS
•

Completely responsive, providing great
customer experience on all devices

CONS
•
•

User must start with an existing template,
and there is no design flexibility.
Does not have custom e-commerce
capability, but syncs with Big Cartel or
Etsy, requiring users to sign up for another
service.

CONCLUSION
Virb targets the designer market, helping
them setup their portfolio websites with lots of
imagery and videos.

Available page-types. User has no design flexibility.
Most templates are image-heavy

Page-centric back-end

COMPETITOR
weebly.com

Responsive?

N, separate mobile URL

Mobile site
Blog
eCommerce
Overall UX

PROS
•
•

•

Very intuitive WYSIWYG drag-n-drop editor
They just launched a brand-new
e-commerce tool in Nov 2013, making it
one of the most powerful e-commerce tools
among all website builders
Full control of CSS code for more
experienced web designers

build view

CONS
•
•

Very basic blog function
The visual design for the interface could be
improved

CONCLUSION
Suitable for a wide range of users, from a firsttime web designer to an experienced one. It is
one of the most intuitive tools out there that has
powerful functions. Not ideal for complex blog
publishers.

page editor

mobile editor

COMPETITOR
squarespace.com

Responsive?

Y

Mobile site
Blog
eCommerce
Overall UX

PROS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completely responsive, providing great
customer experience on all devices
Extensive styling options
Ability to add custom CSS code
Powerful, easy to use e-commerce
Can import an existing blog on Wordpress
Clean, consistent user interface

Editing screen

CONS
•

Editing screen and live preview screen are
separate

CONCLUSION
One of the leading website builders on the
market, Squarespace has great user interface
with powerful tools to create a wide range of
beautiful websites.

Preview screen

COMPETITOR
dudamobile.com

Responsive?

Y

Mobile site
Blog

N/A

eCommerce

N/A

Overall UX

PROS
•
•
•
•

Completely responsive, providing great
customer experience on all devices
Ability to add custom CSS code (For the
business plan users)
Clean, consistent user interface
Has menu and list function built in

CONS
•
•
•

•

Text editor is slightly clunky. Can not edit
line height. Fonts are not consistent.
No blog and e-commerce function
Designers have limited control to the
design. For example, there is only one
divider type, and designers can only change
the color, but not the thickness.
UI functionality not consistent across
templates

CONCLUSION
Great for small businesses that are looking
to build an informative website that works on
all devices without the blog or ecommerce
function.

1

2

3

4

CONCLUSION

IMPROVEMENTS FOR MOONFRUIT SITEMAKER

Currently the leading website builders in the
industry are Squarespace and Weebly, for their
beautifully integrated ecommerce and blog
functions, as well as good mobile capabilities.
They also both give users great control over the
layout and design.

Here are some high-level suggestions:

Here are some specific wish list:

•

Create a HTML-based back-end instead of
Flash

•

Have better gallery display that includes light
box, horizontal scroll, vertical scroll...Etc.

•

Support HTML5 and CSS3

•

Ability to make tables

•

Ability to create both fluid and fixed-width
wrappers

•

Better ways to create navigation. More options
for hover and selected state variation.

•

Have multiple default fonts setup, from h1, h2,
to h6, plus paragraph font.

•

Image links having better hover and select
variations.

•

Ability to have different background images
between pages

•

Access to more web fonts

•

Create fully-responsive layout that works on all
devices

•

Ability to control text kerning

•

•

Ability to show variable content between mobile
and desktop

Ability to create full-width responsive image
slide-show

•

Provide menu and list functions

•

Designers have access to edit CSS code

HIBU/Moonfruit’s Sitemaker is currently lacking
up-to-date website technologies, and trending
behind the most popular website builders in the
market.

I want — i need (Full list)
PRIMARY GOALS

VISUAL DESIGN

I need to create a high quality website

I want to change universal color palette

I need the customer (and their customers) to be satisfied with the website

I want to change universal fonts

I want to reduce the number of tools I use to do my job

I need to design customer logo (color and white versions)

I need to create a customer’s website quickly

I need to replace and/or add images/illustrations to the website

I need to create (and view) a website on all three devices

I need to resize/crop images

I need different design modes (Junior, Mid-level, Senior)

I want to add effects to images (contrast, opacity, border)
I want to be able to draw/edit basic shapes

SITE SETUP
I need to have access to customers information and assets (DC)
I need to scrape and take content from a customer’s existing website (when applicable)
I need to easily/quickly search for images in the image library
I want to choose structure of internal pages
I want to see who else at hibu has worked on the site (writers/editors/etc)
I want a way to communicate between hibu employees (comment bubbles, for instance)
I need to replace and/or add copy to the website
I need to customize social icons
I need to set up website navigation (menu, hyperlinks, buttons)
I need to easily add menu or product price list
I need to easily set up a customer’s shop (e-commerce)
I need to place video/audio/file download button on the page

I need to change website background color/texture/image
I want that background asset to resize automatically and be customized by page (if desired)
I need to design video/audio/file download buttons on the page
I need to be able to adjust padding/margins
I want to customize stroke/border/frame
I want standard type editing tools (kerning/leading/tracking/scale)
I want to be able to split navigation into multiple rows/columns
I want full width image/sliders/colors
I need to change hover states of navigation items
I want to change corner options for rounding or beveling shapes/images
I want to edit multiple objects at once (shift–select and change color, for instance)
I want to an eye drop tool

I need to place HTML snippets (e.g.: Google Map, Twitter Feed, Facebook Feed, etc)

EFFICIENCIES

I need to set up a customers blog (shell and features–not actual blog content)

I want standard design keyboard shortcuts

I need to set up forms (e.g.: contact, RSVP, feedback)

I want to group items on a page

I need to set up calendar/booking (e.g.: Agendize)

I want to arrange items back and forth

I need to set up footer that auto updates the year

I want to copy/paste/duplicate items

I need to set up site search box

I want undo/redo

I need to set up quotes/testimonials
I want to copy/duplicate entire pages
I want to change favicon
I want to auto–save my work so I don’t loose it

USER EXPERIENCE

QUALITY ASSURANCE
I need to create (and view) a website on all three devices
I need to view customer’s site on all major web browsers
I want to spell-check
I want version control (return to previously saved builds of a site)

I want image gallery options (e.g.: carousel, lightbox slider, etc)

I want to be able to change a customer’s template after a site has been fully or partially built

I want device-spefic content control (show on mobile but not desktop, etc)

I want design and functionality testing tool (like Silktide/Sitebeam)

Thank you
Questions or comments:
seamus.dolan@hibu.com | stacy.hsu@hibu.com

